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Abstract This paper investigates the use of metrics to recruit professors for academic positions. We analyzed confidential reports with candidate evaluations in
economics, sociology, physics, and informatics at the University of Oslo between
2000 and 2017. These unique data enabled us to explore how metrics were applied
in these evaluations in relation to other assessment criteria. Despite being important
evaluation criteria, metrics were seldom the most salient criteria in candidate evaluations. Moreover, metrics were applied chiefly as a screening tool to decrease the
number of eligible candidates and not as a replacement for peer review. Contrary
to the literature suggesting an escalation of metrics, we foremost detected stable
assessment practices with only a modestly increased reliance on metrics. In addition, the use of metrics proved strongly dependent on disciplines where the disciplines applied metrics corresponding to their evaluation cultures. These robust evaluation practices provide an empirical example of how core university processes are
chiefly characterized by path-dependency mechanisms, and only moderately by isomorphism. Additionally, the disciplinary-dependent spread of metrics offers a theoretical illustration of how travelling standards such as metrics are not only diffused
but rather translated to fit the local context, resulting in heterogeneity and contextdependent spread.
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Introduction
Across the world, universities and organizations are converging with a growing set
of universal standards (Brunsson and Jacobsson 2000; Drori et al. 2006). Faced with
rationalization, universities have adopted the idea of the “world class” university
and have developed into organizational actors or goal-oriented entities expected to
be accountable to stakeholders (Krücken and Meier 2006). Standards and rankings
represent the operationalizations of the world class university and universal quality
standards (Ramirez and Meyer 2013) and are also applied to satisfy the increased
accountability and auditing demands as rationalization is more easily achieved with
fewer objectives (Brunsson and Sahlin-Andersson 2000). In addition, the increased
use of standards has resulted in global convergence (Baert and Shipman 2005; Power
1999), for instance, how rankings and instruments of comparison in the higher education and science sector have spurred universities to remodel their organizational
structures (Sauder and Espeland 2009; Paradeise and Thoenig 2015).
Bibliometrics (metrics), referring to the quantitative measures of scientific and
scholarly publications, are examples of such global standards and have become
increasingly important in the higher education and research field (Sivertsen 2017;
Wilsdon et al. 2015). Metrics are widely perceived as indicators of research quality
(Aksnes et al. 2019), and where research quality is a complex concept and hard to
define, the numerical basis of metrics implies that they are countable, rankable and
easily understood (Krücken and Meier 2006).
Metrics are not always welcomed by researchers. There are examples of metrics misuse and gaming, and scholars have criticized metrics for being more driven
by data than by judgments (De Rijcke et al. 2016; Wilsdon et al. 2015). Both the
Leiden Manifesto and the 2012 San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA), the latter signed by thousands of organizations and individuals, have
expressed concerns about the use of metrics on individuals. However, despite critiques and recommendations, studies have suggested that metrics are used to assess
individual researchers and have gained importance in recruitment processes, which
were traditionally based on tenured scholars’ qualitative evaluations of the candidates’ works (Hammarfelt and Rushforth 2017; Hicks et al. 2015; Stephan et al.
2017).
Increased reliance on metrics and change in the use of assessment criteria in
recruitment processes is noteworthy as recruitments represent core university processes acquiring key university resources, scholars, and are one of the fundamental
peer review processes in science (Langfeldt and Kyvik 2011). Peer review processes
are also found to be highly stable, resisting reforms aiming to alter them (Musselin 2013). Accordingly, recruitment processes are processes where change is least
expected. Stability in organizational processes is further supported by historic institutionalists describing organizations and their processes as stable and maintained by
policy feedback effects (Pierson 1993; Thelen 1999). Despite arguing that organizations are changing, neo-institutionalists also specify that organizations often buffer
core organizational processes or their day-to-day activities from change (Meyer and
Rowan 1977). An increased reliance on metrics in these robust processes would thus
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not have occurred without resistance and would imply that the propagation of metrics has even reached core university processes.
However, the literature on the use of metrics in recruitments is scarce and provides little evidence for the importance of metrics in relation to other quality criteria, or whether metrics have replaced or only supplemented traditional peer review.
In addition, the literature covers only few disciplines, thus making generalizability
to the whole science community problematic. This lack of research could partly be
due to the confidential nature of recruitment processes. Decision-making in recruitment processes are mostly classified information, also for researchers aiming to analyze these evaluation processes. However, we were able to get access to confidential
reports with candidate evaluations from professor recruitments in economics, sociology, physics and informatics at the University of Oslo between 2000 and 2017.
These highly unique data have enabled us to go beyond the literature’s more superficial description of metrics use and disentangle the dynamics inside recruitment processes accounting for how, and with which importance metrics are used in relation
to other assessment criteria and more traditional peer review in recruitments. We
thus address the following research questions:
How have assessment criteria, more specifically the use of bibliometric indicators in academic recruitment, changed over time in different academic disciplines? And how can organizational theory explain the similarities and differences in the use of bibliometrics?
To answer these questions, we understand universities as a collection of disciplinaries in sub-units with their own concepts of research quality and their own evaluation cultures (Lamont 2009; Whitley 1984). In the following section we review prior
studies on academic recruitment processes. We then develop three separate expectations derived from three different strands in organizational theory: Stable evaluation cultures over time based on a path-dependency perspective (Thelen 1999),
increased reliance on metrics in candidate evaluation over time aligned with a neoinstitutional perspective (DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Meyer and Rowan 1977), and
discipline-dependent change building on a translation perspective (Czarniawska and
Sevón 1996). Afterwards we present the research context, data and method before
turning to the analysis. Finally, we discuss our data in relation to our expectations
before summarizing the results in the conclusion.

Relevant Studies
Recruitment processes represent one of the fundamental peer review processes in
academia where candidates are evaluated on multiple assessment criteria, such as
their research output, teaching experience, language skills, administrative and leadership experience and social skills (Van den Brink and Benschop 2011; Herschberg
et al. 2018; Levander et al. 2019). Of these, a candidate’s research output has been
identified as the most salient criterion (Van den Brink and Benschop 2011). However, research quality is not a straightforward concept, but rather a fluid, negotiated,
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socially constructed and multifaceted concept covering both originality, plausibility,
solidity, and academic and societal relevance (Polanyi 2000; Lamont 2009; Langfeldt et al. 2020). Montgomery and Hemlin (1991) moreover observed how different aspects of research quality were emphasized in different phases of a recruitment
process, where candidates were acknowledged for their stringency and productivity in the early stages of the recruitment process, whereas the interview committee
regarded originality and breadth of their work as more important.
Traditionally, recruitment processes were conducted by tenured academics qualitatively assessing the candidates’ works (Fürst 1988; Musselin 2010). However,
recent studies have suggested that metrics are increasingly applied in these candidate evaluations. Recruiters request the candidates’ h-index, candidates boost their
CVs with metrics, and recruitment committees favor lengthy publication records
(Hicks et al. 2015; Stephan et al. 2017; Van den Brink and Benschop 2011), and
in Norway metrics are used in recruitment processes despite governmental recommendations (Aagaard 2015). However, these studies only identify use of metrics and
not how and with which importance metrics are applied, nor whether metrics have
outperformed traditional peer review.
Two Swedish studies have, however, contributed with comprehensive accounts of
metrics use in recruitment processes. Hylmö (2018) examined expert reports from
academic recruitment in economics from 1989 to 2014 at four leading Swedish universities. The author found a shift from more traditional qualitative peer review evaluations towards a stronger reliance on publication numbers in top international journals. In addition, he observed how the length of evaluation reports had decreased,
implying a stronger reliance on metrics rather than the more page consuming qualitative candidate evaluation. Similarly, Hammarfelt and Rushforth (2017) explored
the use of metrics in recruitments in biomedicine and economics from 2005 to 2014
in Sweden with content analysis of committee reports. The authors found that evaluators possessed high knowledge of the metrics they used and how they cautiously
guarded disciplinary norms when employing metrics. In addition, they found discipline-dependent use of metrics: whereas evaluators in biomedicine relied on journal
impact factor and h-index, evaluators in economics placed emphasis on the candidates’ number of publications in top journals (Hammarfelt and Rushforth 2017).
However, whereas Hammarfelt and Rushforth (2017) did not consider the relative
importance of metrics in relation to other assessment criteria, Hylmös’ (2018) study
only covered economics, making generalizations difficult considering the particular
use of metrics in economics. Thus, the literature on the use of metrics in recruitment processes does not fully explain how, with which importance and whether their
application supplements or replaces traditional peer review.

Analytical Framework
Universities are often regarded as loosely coupled organizations and as a collection of different academic disciplines. These disciplines are independent systems
for knowledge production and validation with their own epistemological traditions,
notions of research quality and peer review (Clark 1978; Lamont 2009; Whitley
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1984). The disciplines educate and employ their own scholars, and at the University of Oslo as site for this study, recruitments are conducted within the disciplines
and not at university level. Studies on recruitment processes have also addressed
how disciplines evaluate candidates differently, for instance, how candidates’ international experience and teaching experience were more valuable qualifications in
the natural sciences than in social sciences (Herschberg et al. 2018; Levander et al.
2019). The use of metrics in research evaluations also strongly depends on the disciplines (Hammarfelt and Rushforth 2017; Wilsdon et al. 2015). Hence, we conceptualize the university as an organization with highly independent disciplines (or subunits) with recruitment processes possessing diverse evaluation cultures.
The academic disciplines may also be labeled academic fields, but to avoid confusion with organizational fields as an analytic concept developed by neo-institutional
scholars (Meyer and Rowan 1977; DiMaggio and Powell 1983), we address sociology, economics, informatics and physics as disciplines. The disciplines operate in
two organizational fields: a) disciplinary organizational fields consisting of scholars,
departments, conferences, journals, norms and cultures, and b) in a broader university or academic organizational field including all disciplines in science.
In the analyses, we aim to detect change and stability in the university disciplines’
evaluation practices. Universities are often perceived as stable organizations resistant towards ‘new ways of doing things’ (Colyvas and Powell 2006), and if they
change, they change mostly incrementally or through organizational layering (Clark
1983). In addition, peer review has proven especially resistant towards change (Musselin 2013). This robustness corresponds with the historical institutionalist perspective which sees organizations as stable products of their context, originating from
critical junctures (Thelen 1999). Historical development and context matter for
organizational decision-making. Consequently, institutional structures render path
dependency, feedback mechanisms (Pierson 1993, 2004) and lock-in effects (Sydow
et al. 2009). Recruitment processes as core organizational activities may even be
more stable as organizations often buffer them from change in the organizational
field (Meyer and Rowan 1977). We thus expect recruitment processes to be sites
where change is least expected, and where peer review evaluations are stable with
persisting differences according to discipline, and not suddenly adopting metrics as
new parameters of research quality.
However, universities and their organizational processes are not unchangeable,
and across the world, universities are converging with a growing set of universal
standards (Brunsson and Jacobsson 2000; Drori et al. 2006). This understanding stems from a neo-institutional view on organizations, which highlights organizational change and understands organization as open systems that in the wake of
uncertainty adapt to rules and myths that are taken for granted in the surrounding
environment in order to gain legitimacy (DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Meyer and
Rowan 1977). Recruitment processes are associated with high levels of uncertainty
where quality is hard to define, and candidates difficult to rank. Disciplines are moreover associated with different status, where economics, for instance, is recognized as
a highly prestigious discipline and has a strong use of metrics (Fourcade et al. 2015).
These uncertainties and status differences may trigger evaluators to mimic other colleagues’ use of metrics. Appointments moreover need to be perceived as legitimate
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(Scott and Davis 2007), and metrics are suited tools to consolidate candidate evaluations and offer a sense of objectivity as they are considered as more objective than
qualitative research evaluations (Ramirez and Meyer 2013). In addition, whereas a
committee’s peer review could be disputed, a candidate’s superior metrics could not.
Hence, even though recruitment processes are sites where change is least expected,
we would expect accountability and desire for legitimacy to stimulate increased use
of metrics in recruitment processes.
Whereas the path dependency perspective suggests stability, and isomorphism
suggests change, the translation perspective proposes that eventual change would be
context dependent (Czarniawska and Sevón 1996; Wedlin and Sahlin 2017). Translation scholars have contested that ideas and standards are passively diffused, resulting in homogenization, as suggested by the isomorphic perspective (Czarniawska
and Sevón 1996). Instead, they argue that organizations actively translate and contextualize travelling ideas to fit their local context through editing and translation
processes (Sahlin-Andersson 1996). These editing processes may change both the
form of the idea, its focus, content, and meaning (Wedlin and Sahlin 2017). This
perspective brings the path dependency and isomorphism perspectives together and
proposes that the different disciplines would adopt metrics differently in order to
gain legitimacy and at the same time preserve their evaluation cultures. We thus
expect sustained differences, but still change which reproduces the differences. The
translation perspective is highly relevant for studying the use of metrics in recruitment processes, as both the evaluation cultures of the academic disciplines are
robust, and the diffusion of metrics is strong. The translation perspective also illuminates the necessity to study how metrics are used in different disciplines, as we
expect the disciplines to adopt metrics differently.
We thus develop three contesting expectations; Firstly, aligned with the pathdependency perspective (Thelen 1999) we expected stable and discipline-dependent
evaluation cultures that are relatively unaffected by the general spread of metrics
in science. Secondly, relying on the isomorphism perspective (DiMaggio and Powell 1983) we anticipate increasingly reliance on metrics in the candidate evaluations
in all disciplines. Finally, building on translation theory (Czarniawska and Sevón
1996) we expect sustained disciplinary-differences as change will reproduce the
differences.

Data and Method
The Research Context
This paper follows a case study design (Bennett and Checkel 2015) and draws on
empirical data from academic recruitment in four disciplines at the University of
Oslo (UiO) in Norway between 2000 and 2017. We selected Norway as the site
for the study due to unique data availability. The exclusive material from professor
recruitments allowed us to investigate when and how metrics were applied in these
processes over time. The Norwegian material is further relevant in a globalized
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Fig. 1  The Stages in the Recruitment Processes

world where Norwegian universities are converging toward a globalized, rationalized university model (Hansen et al. 2019; Ramirez and Christensen 2013) and subjected to the global increase of metrics in science (Aagaard 2015; Maassen et al.
2011; Sivertsen 2016). In addition, the expert committees in Norwegian recruitment
processes consist of both national and international professors, contributing with
an international context to the nationally anchored processes. However, to substantiate case relevancy, it should be noted that the Norwegian higher education system chiefly consists of public institutions regulated by the same law and funding
model. Public funding from the national budget represents 80% of university income
(Hægeland 2015). At the same time, Norwegian universities have a high level of
autonomy for internal organization and management. UiO is the oldest and, up until
recent university mergers in the sector, the largest, and was a preferred case since the
university is less troubled by applicant shortage than other smaller and more peripheric universities may be.
Recruitment processes at UiO are executed at department level and governed by
national and university regulations. These processes are long action chains, where
decisions are taken at different stages (displayed in Figure 1). First the vacancies
are announced publicly according to national laws. Then universities appoint an
expert committee consisting of internal and external professors as expected by
national regulations, where the internal professors often serve as secretaries. The
administration is not present. University regulations further instruct the expert
committee to evaluate the candidates according to their academic, pedagogic, personal, management and administration qualifications, and their publications record,
where academic qualifications are the most important. However, these rules only
define academic qualifications in broad terms and neglect to provide guidelines
for the use of metrics, which leaves the committee members in control of defining research quality and whether to apply metrics in their evaluations. The expert
committees are expected to reach consensus on the candidate ranking, but if consensus fails, disagreements are listed with several conclusions in the report. The
highest ranked candidates are then called for an interview consisting of an internal
professor(s), a student, department leaders, and administration staff. Finally, the
department and faculty councils decide on eventual job offer(s). The UiO regulations also state that, before appointing an expert committee, a selection committee
may be appointed to identify the most prominent candidates based on a more superficial evaluation of their CVs. The selection committee consists mostly of internal
professors and, often, the department head.1 Serving as the internal representatives

1

A few selection committees studied in this paper also included an external professor.
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in recruitment committees alternated among the staff, and the appointed internal
representatives often served in two committees in the same processes, but never in
all three of them (selection, expert, and interview committees).
To study development over time, we have chosen to investigate recruitment
reports from the selection, expert and interview committees which were written at
the time of the events. These reports are written in a formal language and include
a short summary of the individual candidate’s qualifications and research contribution, ending with an overall evaluation and a candidate ranking. The committee
reports and the names of committee members are semi-official documents and are
available for all applicants, evaluators and department leaders to read. Applicants
are also able to complain about the expert committees’ evaluation and candidate
ranking. This transparency incentivizes evaluators to write consistent accounts and
suggest that the reports may be rationalized without less legitimate evaluation criteria such as preferring a candidate based on their gender, ethnicity, or personal
acquaintanceship, which has been documented to be influential by prior studies
(Van den Brink et al. 2006; Tavares et al. 2019). This paper will neither confirm
nor deny such effects. However, this transparency further signals the reports’ strategic position and reflects what is perceived as legitimate reasoning around research
quality in the disciplines and what tenured professors define as research quality
in a semi-transparent process as well as their evaluation of metrics. Hence, these
reports are highly valuable as proofs of the legitimate status of metrics within the
disciplines.
Data Collection
Universities are collections of relatively independent academic disciplines with
different evaluation cultures and use of metrics (Lamont 2009; Wilsdon et al.
2015; Whitley 1984). A major epistemic distinction exists between the social
sciences and natural sciences, but there are also internal variations within these
traditions (Becher and Trowler 1989). To obtain a representative sample we thus
selected two disciplines with epistemic differences from each tradition, aiming
to also cover variations between and within these two research traditions. In the
social sciences, we therefore chose economics, with documented strong use of
metrics (Hylmö 2018; Fourcade et al. 2015), combined with sociology, representing a more typical discipline within the epistemic tradition of the social sciences (Christensen and Klemsdal 2019; Becher and Trowler 1989). In the natural sciences, some disciplines are more typical of what Becher and Trowler
(1989) labeled pure sciences while others resemble technologies. To capture this
variation, we selected physics as an example of the former and informatics as
the latter (Becher and Trowler 1989). To ensure similarities between the recruitment processes, we excluded temporary positions, affiliated positions, and targeted positions.
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Table 1  Number of recruitment processes 2000–2017
Research Tradition

Discipline

Year
2000–2005

Social sciences
Natural sciences
Total

2006–2012

2013–2017

Total

Economics

3

4

4

11

Sociology

2

4

5

11

Physics

4

7

5

16

Informatics

8

3

10

21

17

18

24

59

Method
Content analysis refers to a research technique used to make replicable and valid
inferences from texts (or meaningful matter) to the contexts of text use (Krippendorff
2013). This analysis included 59 recruitment processes with 1,172 applicants, 57
announcement texts, 11 selection committee reports, 59 expert committee reports,
and 29 interviews committee reports written in English and Norwegian (See appendix A1 in the online supplementary material for a document overview). We divided
the recruitment cases into three periods (2000–2005; 2006–2012; 2013–2017) to
obtain roughly equal numbers of recruitment processes and to trace development
over time2. Table 1 shows the number of included cases by field and time period. To
secure anonymity, names and numbers have been altered in citations.
To analyze the relative importance of metrics we first identified the frequency of
use and then evaluated the importance of the different assessment criteria applied
in the candidate evaluations. We first analyzed the documents with the NVivo computer software program where we coded text containing references to the candidates’ qualifications with predefined categories of assessment criteria. Mostly, parts
of the text were only coded with one predefined category, but in situations where a
sentence contained references to multiple qualifications, the sentences were attached
with multiple codes. The predefined codes were based on prior studies on academic
recruitment processes (Herschberg et al. 2018; Van den Brink and Benschop 2011;
Van den Brink et al. 2006) and the UiO’s instructions for candidate evaluations (see
Table 2). We subdivided Research Quality into the qualitative assessment of the
candidates’ research and Metrics referring to the quantitative measures of scientific
and scholarly publications (Wilsdon et al. 2015). Following this definition, we coded
both arguments more broadly referring to the quantitative measures of scientific output such as “X has too few publications” and arguments referring more specifically
2
Some of these categories contain few cases. To ensure that eventual observed development was not
due to one or two deviant cases, we also applied other categorizations of the cases: We divided the cases
into two groups instead of three, we investigated the cases divided by each year, we divided the cases
into before and after the implementation of selection committees where relevant, and merged fields in
time periods to increase the number of cases. These different categorizations did not alter the results, and
since dividing the cases into three periods displayed roughly equal numbers of cases and enabled us to
trace development over time, we settled on this categorization.
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Table 2  General categories of assessment criteria in academic recruitment processes
Assessment criteria category

Definition

Research quality
Qualitative Research Evaluations

Qualitative research evaluations of a candidate’s research

Matching Research Profile

Assessment of the match between the candidate’s research profile
and the specific call

Metrics

The quantitative analysis of scientific and scholarly publications

Future Potential

The candidate’s future potential for research output

Teaching

Teaching experience such as supervising, pedagogic courses,
formal pedagogic competence and pedagogic publication

Third mission activities

The diffusion and use of scientific and scholarly knowledge in
society and the economy (broadly defined, such as industry relations and dissemination activities)

International experience

International experience such as international work experience, international networks, language skills and relations to a
specific country

Administration skills

Administrative and leadership experience

Personality and personal background Social skills, personality, gender, and ethnicity
Grants

Records and experience in attracting funding and grants

to metrics such as “X most cited paper has received 78 citations and his h-index
is 14”. In addition, we categorized the quantitative measures of scientific output in
more detail into different types of metrics as we soon will describe. Patents were
not defined as metrics. Creswell (2013) outlined three ways to construct categories:
predefined categories, categories defined by data, or a mix. Following Creswell’s
(2013) latter strategy, we made two additional sub-categories out of the arguments
from the evaluation committees of Research Quality: (1) to which degree the candidate’s research profile matched the specific vacancy (Matching Research Profile);
and (2) the candidate’s future potential for research output (Future Potential).3
After analyzing the frequency of use, we evaluated the importance of the different criteria for the outcome. In these evaluations, criteria applied in the final ranking
were regarded as more important than criteria mentioned in the general candidate
description, and we classified the most important criteria which constituted the basis
of the candidate ranking. We often defined one to four criteria as the most important since there was seldom only one criterion that clearly outperformed the others.
Information from department and faculty reports was used to identify which of the
committee’s rankings eventual job offers were based on and, subsequently, the committee’s relative importance.
After mapping the importance of metrics in relation to other criteria we further
investigated which types of bibliometric indicators were used. In the analysis, we
coded metrics after categories based on the data (see Table 3), as suggested by

3
Table A2 in the appendix (see online supplementary material) provides examples of evaluations coded
in these categories.
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Table 3  Metrics applied in recruitment processes
Type of metrics

Definition

Metrics on journal publications
Volume of journal publications

Number of journal publications

International journal publications

Number of publications in international journals, often in contrast to Norwegian journals. We also distinguished between
international and internationally recognized journals

Top international journals

Number of publications in top international journals, often in
contrast to international journals

Publications in thematic journals

Number of publications in relevant journals for the specific call

Metrics on impact and citations
Citations and h-index

Citation numbers and h-index

Other types of publications
Conference proceedings

Number of conference proceedings and workshop presentations

Volume of books

Number of books and book chapters

Creswell (2013). Thus, these categories do not reflect the most common metrics in
science but those most frequently applied in the documents.4

Results
In this section we first present the results from our analysis of the reports from the
expert committees which constituted the backbone of the recruitment processes
and were present in all disciplines. We then show how the various committee types
(selection, expert and interview committees) differed in their use of metrics, reflecting the stagewise nature of the recruitment processes.
Different Importance of Metrics in Discipline‑dependent Evaluation Cultures
Our material revealed discipline-dependent evaluation practices where the disciplines assessed the candidates with their own criteria. The social sciences mostly
made open calls, asking for general competence in the discipline and evaluated
candidates on different aspects of research performance. In sociology, the expert
committees produced lengthy qualitative evaluations of the candidates’ research,
whereas the expert committees in economics wrote shorter evaluations with a
stronger emphasis on metrics. In contrast, the natural sciences advertised more
defined positions, often linked to a specific research group, requiring specific
research profiles with particular technical skills. Subsequently, the expert committees mainly assessed whether the candidates’ research profile matched the
requirements. The natural sciences expert committees often excluded candidates
4
Appendix Table A3 (see online supplementary material) shows examples of text coded in the subcategories.
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Informatics (N=48)
Matching Research Profile
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Future Potential

Fig. 2  Most important assessment criteria in the expert committees by academic discipline (percentage).
N refers to the number of important assessment criterion/a detected in the expert committee

with irrelevant research profiles, and seldom penalized candidates for having
weak publications records if they possessed the preferred competence. Thus, both
research quality and metrics played different roles in the diverse evaluation cultures. These characteristics remained relatively stable throughout the study, and
the use and importance of metrics must be understood within the context of these
discipline-specific evaluation cultures.
In these evaluation cultures metrics were important assessment criteria but seldom the most salient and importance varied across the disciplines. Figure 2 shows
how often the four most important assessment criteria were applied by the expert
committee as the most decisive criteria for the final outcomes. The figure displays how metrics were the most important criterion for the expert committees in
economics, but only the second most important criterion in the other disciplines.
In sociology, qualitative evaluations were more important than metrics, whereas
having the desired research profile was more important than metrics in the natural
sciences. Appendix Table A4 (see online supplementary material) shows further
details of all the assessment criteria applied by the expert committees.
Metrics were, thus, often used as the second most important criteria but seldom as a replacement for traditional peer review, aside from in economics where
metrics gradually replaced the expert committees’ quantitative evaluations. Metrics were also often used to rank equally qualified candidates where other criteria proved incapable. For instance, a committee in sociology, almost exclusively
basing their entire evaluation on quantitative evaluations, used metrics to differentiate the last two finalists: “Tara has, however, less publications in refereedjournals” (recruitment number 1102). Metrics were also used as a benchmark
excluding candidates with weak publication records despite other strong qualifications: “Theodore’s activity is well in line with the vacancy announcement, but
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Fig. 3  Types of metrics applied by expert committees in each discipline (percentage). N refers to the
number of arguments coded as metrics in the expert committee

the overall scientific impact is limited. And with only 3 published papers after
2005, the candidate does not meet the description ‘outstanding physicist with an
excellent research profile’” (recruitment number 1209).
Discipline‑dependent Use of Metrics
The disciplines further relied on different types of metrics. Social sciences chiefly
preferred metrics referring to publication volumes and journal quality, while the
natural sciences relied more on various metrics such as the number of publications,
impact metrics and the number of conference proceedings. Figure 3 illustrates these
findings and displays how often the different types of metrics were applied by the
expert committees. The figure demonstrates how the number of publications in
international journals and top international journals were most commonly applied
in economics, while citations and h-index were used more frequently in the natural sciences. Although the use of different types of metrics expanded, as we soon
will describe, this discipline-specific use of metrics persisted throughout the study
period. Table A5 in the appendix (see online supplementary material) provides further details of the expert committees’ use of metrics.
A Modest Increase of Metrics in the Expert Committees
Even though we foremost observed highly stable evaluation cultures in the expert
committee, we also discovered a modest but discipline-dependent increased use
of metrics. We found the strongest metrics increase in economics —the discipline also valuing metrics the highest (see Figure 2). The announcement texts
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in economics stated that candidate evaluations would particularly emphasize
scientific output and international publications and, here, the expert committees employed metrics as the most important assessment criterion throughout the
period. In addition, we saw an increased reliance on metrics in the expert committees’ reports evolving from lengthier evaluations of the candidate’s research
to shorter summaries of their CVs and metrics. The metrics, thus, not only served
as additional information, but to some extent as a replacement of more quantitative evaluations. However, the increasing reliance on metrics did not imply the
disappearance of more qualitative candidate evaluations, and the strong reliance
on publications in top journals was questioned by an expert committee as late as
2013.
We also found an increased reliance on metrics in informatics though less prominent than in economics. In early announcement texts, informatics only called for
vague “research” qualifications, and not until 2013 did these texts request publication lists from the applicants. From 2015 onwards, these texts also mentioned that
candidates with “a strong record of publications in relevant fields” were preferred.
Throughout this study period, the expert committees showed increased reliance on
metrics, but always inferior to possessing the desired research profile.
In contrast to economics and informatics, we detected a more moderate increase
of metrics in sociology. The announcement texts in sociology emphasized that the
evaluations would strongly weigh scientific output and number of international publications, but this attention to metrics was gradually reduced from 2012 when the
announcements also stated that “In the assessment of publications, originality, quality and scope will be emphasized.” Nevertheless, metrics appeared more frequently
in the expert committee reports from 2006 onwards, but whether this use also signified an increased significance is questionable as the qualitative evaluations remained
the backbone of the candidate evaluation throughout the period. For instance, some
expert committees ranked candidates with shorter publication records higher if the
quality of their work was regarded as better. Other expert committees argued that
metrics were not the same as research quality, while one committee relied exclusively on qualitative evaluations and neglected the use of metrics.
Whether the use of metrics increased in physics is also more doubtful. The
announcement texts mostly referred to research quality in general terms and,
throughout the period, the expert committees treated metrics as being less important
than possessing the desired competence for the position.
Expanding Use of Different Types of Metrics
Over time, the expert committees expanded their use of different types of metrics.
Whereas the earliest expert committees only applied a few simple metrics, the
committees gradually expanded their use to multiple types of metrics. This expansion was most evident in informatics, where the expert committees in recent years
described the candidates with a range of different metrics.
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Fig. 4  Most important criterion in the three different committee types (percentage). N refers to the number of the most important assessment criterion/a in the different committees

Jon has an impressive publication list of his age with over 210 co-authored
publications, including 74 peer-reviewed journal articles, 134 peer-reviewed
conference publications, 9 book chapters and 2 books. Jon has given 16 invited
talks and in addition he holds 1 patent. Currently Jon has 5 journal papers in
press or in review process. Jon has an h-index of 14, according to Scopus,
which reflects a high number of citations to his publications (From recruitment
process number 1306).
The nature of the expanded use of metric types varied between the disciplines.
In economics, we observed a shift from relying on international publications to a
stronger reliance on publications in the top five journals, while in sociology the
expert committees shifted from focusing on the number of refereed publications to
the number of publications in recognized international journals. In the natural sciences, we also detected a steady rise in citations and h-index use.
Metrics as a Screening Tool
A major observation in the analysis was how metrics were used chiefly as a screening tool by the selection committees which almost exclusively screened the candidates on metrics. In contrast, the expert committees applied numerous evaluation
criteria while the interview committees foremost assessed their candidates on teaching experience and personal skills. Figure 4 displays the different assessment criteria
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the committees use and shows the frequency of the most important criterion in the
three different committees. This figure shows that metrics were the most important
criteria in over half of the selection committees, but only in one of the expert committees and in none of the interview committees. Note that the figure includes all
four disciplines which unequally contribute to the totals. There are more expert and
interview committees in the natural sciences and more selection committees in the
social sciences.
The selection committees were relatively new committees and used mostly in
the social sciences where they were introduced in 2012. These committees were
instructed to select the most eligible candidates, based on their CVs, for further
assessment by the expert committees. In economics, these committees ranked
the candidates by their number of publications in top international journals,
expecting more from senior candidates. In sociology, these committees ranked
the candidates by their publication records, rewarding publications in recognized
international journals in sociology the most. Before the introduction of selection
committees, some expert committees also conducted more superficial selections
of the candidates based on their CVs, research, and publication records before
evaluating the most qualified researchers more thoroughly. However, these earlier
candidate selections did not exclusively emphasize metrics but also other evaluation criteria such as teaching experience and administrative skills. The description of the candidates’ research was also lengthier. Thus, the implementation of
selection committees boosted the overall importance of metrics in the recruitment
process.
The introduction of selection committees to the social sciences correlated with
a sharp increase of applicants in these disciplines from an average of 12 applicants
per recruitment before 2012 to 71 applicants per recruitment after 2012. Selection
committees were less common in the natural sciences with eight candidates per
recruitment, on average. The few selection committees in the natural sciences did
not apply a one-dimensional use of metrics either; they also evaluated the candidates
on other criteria such as their research profiles and experience with grant proposals.
Apart from the increased number of applications, there were no other changes or
development in the rest of the recruitment procedures that co-occurred simultaneously with the introduction of selection committees. Another important structural
finding was the different importance of the various committee types in the four disciplines. The interview committees in the natural sciences were, for example, more
influential than in the social sciences; whereas 9% of the interview committees in
the social sciences changed the expert committees’ candidate rankings, 18% of the
interview committees in physics and 28% in informatics reorganized the rankings
of the expert committees. Hence, the committees’ relative importance reflected the
relative prestige of the associated assessment criteria. Teaching experience and personality-related aspects are more important in the natural sciences as these criteria
are more closely related to the interview committees, which were more influential in
the natural sciences.
Table 4 summarizes the results from our analyses over time and across disciplines.
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2006–2012

• The announcement texts did not mention metrics • The expert committees expanded their use of
different types of metrics
as a criterion
• The expert committees applied matching
research profiles as the most important criteria,
but the volume of publications was the secondmost important

• Announcement texts emphasized the candidate’s • The expert committees expanded their use of
different types of metrics
publications in international journals and future
potential
• The expert committees’ qualitative evaluations
of the candidate’s work were most important,
but the number of publications in international
journals were the second-most important

Informatics • The announcement texts did not mention metrics • The expert committees expanded their use of
different types of metrics
as a criterion
• The expert committees applied matching
research profiles as the most important criteria,
but the number of publications and conference proceedings were the second-most important criterion

Physics

Sociology

Economics • Announcement texts emphasized the candidate’s • Announcement texts also included future potential as an assessment criterion
publications in international journals
• Selection committees were introduced
• The expert committees used recognized and
top international journals as the most important • The expert committees expanded their use
of different types of metrics
criteria

2000–2005

Table 4  Summary of key developments in recruitment processes

• The announcement texts mentioned strong publication records in relevant fields

• The announcement texts mentioned metrics

• The announcement texts tuned down the emphasis
on the volume of publications
• Selection committees were introduced
• The expert committees more frequently used
the volume of publications in recognized international journals instead of the volume of publications in international journals

2013–2017
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Discussion
We initiated this paper by asking how the use of metrics in academic recruitment
had changed over time in different academic disciplines, and how organizational
theory could explain the similarities and differences in the use of metrics. We developed three different expectations; Firstly, following the path-dependency perspective
(Thelen 1999), we expected stable evaluation cultures relatively unaffected by the
general spread of metrics. Secondly, relying on the isomorphism perspective (DiMaggio and Powell 1983), we conversely anticipated increased reliance on metrics.
Finally, resting on translation theory (Czarniawska and Sevón 1996), we expected
discipline-dependent change. In this section we will discuss our results in relation to
our analytical framework and expectations.
Stable Evaluation Processes
To understand the use of metrics in recruitment processes we must understand the
context in which metrics are used. In this analysis we found stable and disciplinedependent evaluation cultures where the disciplines evaluated the candidates with
their own criteria and notion of research quality, also addressed by other studies
(Herschberg et al. 2018; Levander et al. 2019). These evaluation cultures reflected
the disciplines’ epistemic traditions (Lamont 2009), as, for instance, how economics as a methodologically quantitative oriented discipline placed emphasis more
strongly on metrics (Hylmö 2018; Fourcade et al. 2015), while sociology, as a more
heterogeneous discipline comprising both qualitative and quantitative research traditions (Christensen and Klemsdal 2019), relied more strongly on quantitative research
evaluations. The different evaluation cultures also mirrored differences in academic
work (Välimaa 1998), as, for instance, how the more specific and narrow announcement texts in the natural sciences assigned to certain research groups probably were
due to research groups being more common in these research traditions (Kyvik and
Reymert 2017). Subsequently, an evaluation of whether the candidates possessed the
right competence and matched the research groups’ needs was more important.
The disciplines’ evaluation cultures proved highly stable and the way the discipline evaluated the candidates did not change substantially over time. The robustness of peer review has also been addressed by prior studies (Musselin 2013), and
could be explained by their fundamental connection to the disciplines’ epistemological traditions and academic work (Lamont 2009; Välimaa 1998). This observed
stability supports the path-dependency perspective, proposing organizational stability instead of organizational change (Thelen 1999). However, universities are robust
organizations (Colyvas and Powell 2006), and recruitment processes as core organizational processes are even more stable (Meyer and Rowan 1977). Thus, stability in
this study was expected and must be understood in relation to the fundamental position of the recruitment processes at universities as robust organizations.
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A Moderately Increased Reliance on Metrics
Contrary to the literature suggesting an escalation of metrics (Stephan et al. 2017),
we only detected a moderately increased reliance on metrics in recruitment processes as suggested by Hicks et al. (2015). Moreover, metrics were already in use
in the earliest recruitment processes, and the importance of metrics in the candidate
evaluations was more of a modest and steady increase or continuum than an escalation. The increased use of metrics was further chiefly a result of the new selection committees’ use of metrics as screening tools, while peer reviews conducted by
the expert committees were relatively unchanged. These selection committees were
introduced in the social sciences alongside a rapid growth in the number of candidates, probably due to the internationalization of the academic job market (Chou
and Gornitzka 2014), and metrics were applied in decreasing the number of candidates which reduced the complexity in the evaluations. This finding alludes to the
pivotal observation in organization studies that actors are incapable of handling the
complexity of reality in decision-making processes, and ought to reduce complexity (March and Simon 1958). Similarly, evaluators are nearly incapable of reading
and evaluating the entire works of 50 or more applicants and metrics are suited to
reduce this complexity. Metrics used as judgment tool has also been discovered by
prior studies (Hammarfelt and Rushforth 2017) and is in accordance with bibliometricians’ recommendations as supplements rather than replacements of traditional
expert judgment (Hicks et al. 2015). However, even though metrics were foremost
applied as screening tools, this was nevertheless a new and prominent role of metrics in the recruitment processes, which may send strong signals to future applicants
that strong records of metrics are needed to be considered for a position.
Despite the observed stability in evaluation practices and the primary role of metrics as screening tools, we also detected a moderately increased reliance on metrics
in the expert committees. This was most evident in economics but also present in
sociology and informatics. Whereas metrics were used primarily as a very important
criterion by the expert committees in sociology, informatics, and physics, the expert
committees in economics also tended to use them as a replacement of traditional
peer review. The disciplines’ use of metrics also became more complex, applying a
range of different metrics. Considering the relatively short time period of this study,
this moderate increase should not be underestimated, but rather implies that metrics
have reached core organizational processes where changes are least expected (Meyer
and Rowan 1977).
The increased reliance on metrics could not only be understood as an attempt
to reduce complexity in recruitment processes but is hard to understand detached
from the general global spread of standards in organizations (Brunsson and Jacobsson 2000; Power 1999), and increased accountability demands (Krücken and
Meier 2006; Ramirez 2006). In the analysis we observed that expert committees
often expressed difficulty when ranking the candidates and these difficult decisions
were to be taken in a semi-official process with a larger research community surveillance and candidates being able to complain. This context creates strong need
for the results to be perceived as legitimate, which may be satisfied with metrics
as they may be perceived as more objective (Ramirez and Meyer 2013). Moreover,
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whereas a committee’s peer review could be disputed, a candidate’s superior metrics
could not and could thus prevent complaints. The use of metrics in these processes
could therefore be understood as an example of how standards satisfy legitimacy
and accountability demands (Brunsson and Sahlin-Andersson 2000), and the semiofficial context with high legitimacy demands helps us understand why metrics have
reached core university processes as uncovered in this study.
Moreover, the observed uncertainty and difficulty in ranking candidates may also
have triggered mimetic behavior where use of metrics in one discipline was mimicked by other disciplines (DiMaggio and Powell 1983). The use of external professors may have further paved way for normative isomorphism (DiMaggio and Powell
1983), as the external and international professors may have brought with them metrics use from their home institutions. However, this study is unable to account for
how metrics have spread, but the theory of isomorphism exemplifies many potential
paths for this spread.
The Disciplines’ Different Use of Metrics
As the use of metrics was discipline-dependent, so was the intensity of the spread.
In addition, the disciplines applied different types of metrics reflecting the established peer review cultures. For example, as a more homogenous discipline, economics (Hylmö 2018; Fourcade et al. 2015) relied on the number of publications
in the top journals only, while sociology being a more heterogeneous discipline
(Christensen and Klemsdal 2019) relied on the number of publications in a much
broader set of recognized journals. Similarly, as conference proceedings are valued
as research output in the natural sciences (Wilsdon et al. 2015), these disciplines
logically quantified the candidates’ number of conference proceedings, which was
absent in the social sciences. This diverse use of metrics suggests that the disciplines
have translated and selected those metrics that suit their notions of research quality
best, aligned with expectations derived from the translation of idea perspective arguing that organizations adapt and translate universal templates and travelling ideas to
fit their own local context (Czarniawska and Sevón 1996).
Finishing our discussion, we conclude that the chiefly stable evaluation cultures
in the recruitment processes provide an empirical example of how core university
processes are mainly characterized by path dependency (Thelen 1999; Pierson 1993)
and only moderately by isomorphism (DiMaggio and Powell 1983). This was further
in line with our expectations as recruitment processes were sites where change was
less expected. However, we did detect modest change, but this change was highly
discipline-dependent, thus offering stronger support to the translation perspective
(Czarniawska and Sevón 1996) than isomorphism. The disciplines’ diverse use of
types of metrics is hence an empirical example of how metrics not only are passively
and evenly diffused as may be derived from isomorphism (DiMaggio and Powell
1983), but they are rather actively translated to fit the local context as suggested by
translation scholars (Czarniawska and Sevón 1996).
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Conclusion
Metrics have proliferated in science (Hicks et al. 2015), and studies have even
suggested an increased reliance on metrics in academic recruitment processes
(Stephan et al. 2017). However, the literature on the use of metrics in recruitment
processes offer little evidence for how and with which importance metrics are
applied in these evaluation processes (Stephan et al. 2017; Aagaard 2015; Hicks
et al. 2015). The lack of empirical studies could partly be due to the confidentiality of recruitment processes and thus unavailability of data. However, in this
study we were able to get access to unique data containing confidential reports
from professor recruitments in economics, sociology, physics and informatics at
the University of Oslo between 2000 and 2017, which enabled us to explore the
internal dynamics inside the recruitment processes, and account for how metrics
are used in candidate evaluations.
In the study, we display stable and discipline-dependent evaluation cultures
where metrics foremost were applied as a screening tool to limit the number of
eligible candidates rather than replacements of traditional peer review. However,
the exception is economics, where metrics also replaced more qualitative research
evaluations to some extent. Hence, using metrics in recruitment processes does
not necessarily imply fundamental change or elimination of peer reviews but could
rather suggest that metrics are used as a supplement. However, even though the disciplines’ evaluation cultures were foremost unchanged, we also detected moderately
increased reliance on metrics in the peer review process. This moderate increase
indicates that the spread of metrics has also reached core university processes where
change is least expected (Musselin 2013). Hence, this observation of robust evaluation practices provides an empirical example of how core university processes are
chiefly characterized by path-dependency mechanisms (Pierson 1993; Thelen 1999)
and only moderately by isomorphism (DiMaggio and Powell 1983). Additionally,
the disciplinary-dependent spread of metrics offers a theoretical understanding of
how travelling standards such as metrics are not diffused but rather translated to fit
the local context resulting in context-dependent spread as suggested by translation
scholars (Czarniawska and Sevón 1996). The disciplinary differences in recruitment
processes have been addressed by prior studies (Herschberg et al. 2018; Levander
et al. 2019; Van den Brink and Benschop 2011; Van den Brink et al. 2006; Hammarfelt and Rushforth 2017), but not well covered and this study has contributed
with important descriptions of the evaluation cultures in sociology, economics,
physics and informatics.
This paper has analyzed semi-official recruitment reports written in a rationalized language. These documents contribute valuable information of the reported use
of evaluation criteria and what is perceived as legitimate reasoning around research
quality and the valuation of metrics in candidate evaluations by tenured scholars.
Moreover, they are relatively free from recollection bias as they are written at the
time of the evaluations and, thus, used in studies of academic recruitments (Hammarfelt and Rushforth 2017; Hylmö 2018). However, these documents do not openly
account for the recruiters’ strategic behavior (Musselin 2010), inbreeding effects
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(Altbach et al. 2015; Tavares et al. 2019), or gender bias (Van den Brink and Benschop 2011). Nor do they show unreported quantitative or qualitative research evaluations. These documents are, thus, only indicators of and not equivalent to the verified use of metrics. How the field-specific evaluation cultures detected in this study
align with prior studies of these fields’ characterized notion of quality strengthens
these documents as indicators of the verified research evaluation. Nevertheless, as
these unreported evaluations leave more subtle traces in the documents, these effects
are harder to detect and must be studied with other research methods. For instance,
comparing the description of female and male candidates (Fürst 1988) or calculating
their chances to proceed in recruitments, controlled for their qualifications (Lutter
and Schröder 2016), may uncover gender biases. Interviews, experiments, and ethnographic methods may also be helpful to uncover these effects.
The literature on evaluation practices in academic recruitment processes is scarce,
and this study has contributed with a comprehensive account of the use of metrics
at the University of Oslo over the last two decades across academic disciplines.
These observations should moreover be common in the international field of science as University of Oslo along with other universities are subject to global trends
(Ramirez and Christensen 2013) and increased use of metrics (Aagaard 2015). Our
selection of disciplines further covered epistemic differences between and within
the major research tradition of social and natural sciences. However, this study also
poses new questions and illustrates the need for additional research. Firstly, what
are the effects of the observed use of metrics (De Rijcke et al. 2016)? For example, to what degree did the metrics-oriented selection committee single out qualified candidates? This paper has not been able to answer this question, but independently of the answer, only the awareness of the selection of candidates by metrics
may stop researchers from following more risky ideas, afraid of losing the needed
publications records to proceed in future recruitments (Laudel 2017). The effects of
the moderate use of metrics should, thus, be more closely studied since a moderate
increase does not necessarily imply moderate effects. Secondly, to control for different types of vacancies, we only studied permanent professor positions, which are the
most important positions at universities with the most experienced candidates. However, follow-up studies may investigate whether there is a different use of metrics
when hiring for other types of positions, such as postdocs. We also urge scholars to
explore more profoundly the mechanisms that contribute to change and stability in
evaluation cultures in recruitment processes.
Lastly, in our analysis we observed how the expert committees controlled the
definition of research quality and decided on use of metrics, which implies that
the modestly increased reliance on metrics in peer review has been a result of
researchers’ own choices despite scholarly protests as seen in the Doha-declaration.
Scholars’ control over peer review processes has also been address by prior studies (Musselin 2013). However, the researchers were not the only factor influencing
the use of metrics in recruitment processes. Which type of evaluation committees
were appointed and which missions and importance they were assigned with also
affected the use of metrics reflecting how organizational structure affects organizational outcome (March and Simon 1958; Egeberg 2012; Gulick 1937). For instance,
the introduction of selection committees in the recruitment processes boosted the
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importance of metrics in the recruitment processes. Thus, even though the scholars
controlled the definition of research quality in peer review, they were not in control
of the organizational structure of the processes which also affected the importance
of metrics. We thus urge scholars not only to investigate the dynamics within peer
review, but also how organizational structure impacts the importance of peer review
in recruitment processes.
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